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Viral Video, Content is King, Distribution is Queen is the first
publication that examines the techniques and the
methodologies to be used to become experts in online
advertising, but above all reveals what are the 7 golden rules
that you must follow to make a video become viral: to make
sure it spreads, it propagate through the network attracting an
increasing number of contacts, views and shares.From the
choice of content, distribution channel, the right engagement
time to reachdifferent audiences to the confidential
"Techniques Jedi" and the ingredients of the "Mojito Mix" this
book offers five valuable tips for optimizing video distribution
and to reach that tipping point beyond which one can speak
of viral-hit and interaction between brands, messages, and
online and offline public Viral Video is a user manual for
media agencies, clients and creative or just curious who want
to understand what are the secrets to promote a branded
content on the Internet or to understand the World of Viral
Videos.
Daughter of the Forest is a testimony to an incredible author's
talent, a first novel and the beginning of a trilogy like no other:
a mixture of history and fantasy, myth and magic, legend and
love. Lord Colum of Sevenwaters is blessed with six sons:
Liam, a natural leader; Diarmid, with his passion for
adventure; twins Cormack and Conor, each with a different
calling; rebellious Finbar, grown old before his time by his gift
of the Sight; and the young, compassionate Padriac. But it is
Sorcha, the seventh child and only daughter, who alone is
destined to defend her family and protect her land from the
Britons and the clan known as Northwoods. For her father
has been bewitched, and her brothers bound by a spell that
only Sorcha can lift. To reclaim the lives of her brothers,
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Sorcha leaves the only safe place she has ever known, and
embarks on a journey filled with pain, loss, and terror. When
she is kidnapped by enemy forces and taken to a foreign
land, it seems that there will be no way for her to break the
spell that condemns all that she loves. But magic knows no
boundaries, and Sorcha will have to choose between the life
she has always known and a love that comes only once.
Juliet Marillier is a rare talent, a writer who can imbue her
characters and her story with such warmth, such heart, that
no reader can come away from her work untouched. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Golden age of piracy. Johnny spends his childhood in Port
Royal. Its alleys are populated with adventurers, throat cutters
and prostitutes: everyone is looking for fortune among the
inns and the decks. The boy finds out once the existence of a
mysterious treasure... and everything changes suddenly.
Forced to join the terrible pirate Barbanera's crew, Johnny will
have to face a lot of dangers, between cruel boardings,
scaring native tribes and dark omens, putting his life at risk
and trying to fulfill his destiny.Eugenio Pochini: after obtaining
his Bachelor of Arts Degree at La Sapienza University in
Rome, he began working in the Italian theatre and cinema
industry. Pirate Blood is his first novel, winner of the
”International Golden Books Awards 2019” in ”Best Plot
Category”.
Anna Todd (#1 internationally bestselling author of the After
series) headlines this unique anthology of “imagines”—the
first book of its kind—stories from Wattpad writers that
immerse you in a fantasy world of fame, adventure, and
flirtation with your favorite celebrities. Imagine running around
the city, dodging paparazzi with Jennifer Lawrence… Imagine
Justin Bieber setting up a romantic scavenger hunt for your
anniversary, retelling the story of your love… Imagine selfies
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have been outlawed, making Kim Kardashian a freedom
fighter who needs your help in bringing justice and good
lighting to the people… Let your fantasies take over! That’s
what the top Wattpad authors have done in this special
collection of fictional scenarios that bring you up close and
personal with the real celebrities you love—star alongside
Zayn Malik, Cameron Dallas, Kanye West, Selena Gomez,
Dylan O’Brien, Tom Hardy, Jamie Dornan, Benedict
Cumberbatch, and many more! Authors included in the book
are Leigh Ansell, Rachel Aukes, Doeneseya Bates, Scarlett
Drake, A. Evansley, Kevin Fanning, Ariana Godoy, Debra
Goelz, Bella Higgin, Blair Holden, Kora Huddles, Annelie
Lange, E. Latimer, Bryony Leah, Jordan Lynde, Laiza Millan,
Peyton Novak, C.M. Peters, Michelle Jo Quinn, Dmitri
Ragano, Elizabeth A. Seibert, Rebecca Sky, Karim Soliman,
Kate J. Squires, Steffanie Tan, Kassandra Tate, Anna Todd,
Katarina E. Tonks, Marcella Uva, Tango Walker, Bel Watson,
Jen Wilde, and Ashley Winters. Wattpad is a writing
community in which users are able to post articles, stories,
fanfiction, and poems about anything either online or through
the Wattpad app. Note: Although this book mentions many
real celebrities, they have not participated in, authorized, or
endorsed its creation.
From USA Today bestselling author Jennifer Sucevic comes
a sexy, new standalone novel.Trust me when I say that
Rowan Michaels fever is alive and well at Western University.
His fanbase is legendary. The guy is a major player.Both on
and off the field.Girls fall all over themselves to be with him.
They fill the stands at football practice, show up at parties
he's rumored to be at, and basically stalk him around
campus. It's a little nauseating.Don't these girls have any selfrespect when it comes to a hot guy?Fine...I'll admit it, he's
good looking. If you're into that kind of thing. Which I'm not.
I've got school and soccer to keep me busy which is exactly
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why I avoid him like an unfortunate clap diagnosis.Too bad
for me that Rowan is my father's star quarterback. He's
practically part of the family, attending Wednesday night
dinners with us. To make matters worse, we're in the same
major and get stuck together in classes every semester. It's
like the universe is trying to play a cosmic joke on me. The
one guy I'd like to steer clear of is the very same one I can't
seem to get away from.But what if Rowan isn't the manwhore
I pegged him to be?What if one little secret has the capability
to change everything between us?*This is a mature New
Adult novel with strong language and sexual situations
intended for readers over the age of 18*
Bari, Southern Italy, December 2009. A triple homicide in the
city centre two days before Christmas and the discovery, a
week before, of a middle-aged woman's corpse in one of the
city's parks catapult inspector Andrea Pantaleo into a double
investigation with a totally unpredictable outcome. But it is
Gianrico Salvemini, the Provincial Deputy Chief of Police, to
call Pantaleo to the scene of the triple homicide. Something
behind the brutal crime has terrified the Deputy Chief.
Something from his past. The dead of the present and those
of a nightmare started many years before are somehow
connected. A nightmare that can be interrupted only by
Andrea Pantaleo, an experienced inspector who grew up
devouring Sherlock Holmes and Ellery Queen detective
novels...THE AUTHORClaudio Calabrese is a well-known
author on Amazon, in Italy. He is an engineer, author of
detective novels, science fiction, fantasy and romantic
comedies. In Italy he was successful mainly thanks to the
inspector Pantaleo's series, which allowed him to abandon
his profession and devote himself to writing full-time novels.
He lives in Bari, the splendid capital of Puglia, in the south of
Italy, with his wife Monica and their black cat Aramìs.
Sulla scia del successo ottenuto da Anna Todd, il social
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network per eccellenza della scrittura ha avuto una vera
propria esplosione. Pare che se ogni storia pubblicata su
Wattpad venisse stampata, la pila di carta raggiungerebbe le
dimensioni di 1.000 elefanti! Eppure, a giudicare dal tono e
dalla quantità di domande giunte su Storiacontinua.com
all'indomani della pubblicazione della serie dedicata alla
piattaforma, di cui questa guida vuole essere un
ampliamento, non sempre gli scrittori provano a capire cosa
c'è dietro il successo di fenomeni come "After". Wattpad è la
prima piattaforma per scrittori e lettori dell'era post-computer,
quindi, esige un nuovo approccio alla narrazione. Nel 4°
ebook della serie "Guide alla Letteratura 2.0", troverete tutte
le Istruzioni per l'uso di Wattpad, sia su Web che sui
dispositivi mobili; le principali tecniche di scrittura per tenere il
lettore incollato alla storia, episodio dopo episodio; alcuni
consigli utili per guadagnare pubblicando i vostri racconti
online.
The stunning conclusion to the #1 New York Times
bestselling Divergent series is now available in a collector's
edition featuring 48 pages of bonus content, including:
Excerpts from Natalie Prior's journal Two deleted scenes with
commentary from Veronica Roth Favorite quotes from
Allegiant, illustrated by fellow Initiates Allegiant discussion
questions The Allegiant Collector's Edition is perfect for
established fans who want to expand their Divergent library
as well as fans of the feature films starring Shailene Woodley,
Theo James, and Kate Winslet. The third book in Veronica
Roth's worldwide bestselling Divergent trilogy, Allegiant
reveals the secrets of the dystopian world that captivated
millions of readers in Divergent and Insurgent. And don't miss
The Fates Divide, Veronica Roth's powerful sequel to the
bestselling Carve the Mark!
Little Pezzettino's worry that he may be only a small piece of
somebody else precipitates a journey of discovery.
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Reluctant cheerleader Dallas Bryan has a problem on her
hands—and his name is Drayton Lahey. Ever since the hot
star quarterback of the high school football team hit her car
with his motorcycle, he has the annoying ability to get under
her skin, making Dallas think about Drayton way more than
she should . . . in all the ways that she shouldn't. But Dallas
has one goal—to pursue her dance-school dreams in in
California—and no one, not even a hard-bodied, green-eyed
football god, will stop her. As the tension between Drayton
and Dallas grows thicker, the lines are getting blurred, and all
she wants is to come undone under his touch. But this thing
between Dallas and Drayton could cost her her dreams . . . if
he doesn't break her heart first.
From the award-winning novelist David Whitehouse, hailed by
The New York Times as “a writer to watch,” a tragicomic
adventure about a troubled adolescent boy who escapes his
small town in a stolen library-on-wheels. “An archivist of his
mother,” Bobby Nusku spends his nights meticulously
cataloging her hair, clothing, and other traces of the life she
left behind. By day, Bobby and his best friend Sunny hatch a
plan to transform Sunny, limb-by-limb, into a cyborg who
could keep Bobby safe from schoolyard torment and from
Bobby’s abusive father and his bleach-blonde girlfriend.
When Sunny is injured in a freak accident, Bobby is forced to
face the world alone. Out in the neighborhood, Bobby
encounters Rosa, a peculiar girl whose disability invites the
scorn of bullies. When Bobby takes Rosa home, he meets her
mother, Val, a lonely divorcee, whose job is cleaning a mobile
library. Bobby and Val come to fill the emotional void in each
other’s lives, but their bond also draws unwanted attention.
After Val loses her job and Bobby is beaten by his father, they
abscond in the sixteen-wheel bookmobile. On the road they
are joined by Joe, a mysterious but kindhearted ex-soldier.
This “puzzle of people” will travel across England, a
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picaresque adventure that comes to rival those in the classic
books that fill their library-on-wheels. At once tender,
provocative and darkly funny, Mobile Library is a fable about
the intrinsic human desire to be loved and understood—and
about one boy’s realization that the kinds of adventures
found in books can happen in real life. It is the ingenious
second novel by a writer whose prose has been hailed as
“outlandishly clever” (The New York Times) and “deceptively
effortless” (The Boston Globe).
A poignant biographical novel about a WWI-era sculptor: “It’s
difficult not to love the eccentric, fragile Rembrandt Bugatti
and suffer alongside him” (The New York Times Book
Review). The Animal Gazer is a hypnotic novel inspired by
the strange and fascinating life of sculptor Rembrandt Bugatti,
brother of the fabled automaker. With World War I closing in
and the Belle Époque teetering to a end, Bugatti leaves his
native Milan for Paris, where he encounters Rodin and casts
his bronzes at the same foundry used by the French master.
In Paris and then Antwerp, he obsessively observes and
sculpts the baboons, giraffes, and panthers in the municipal
zoos, finding empathy with their plight and identifying with
their life in captivity. But as the Germans drop bombs over the
Belgian city, the zoo authorities are forced to make a heartwrenching decision about the fate of the caged animals, and
Bugatti is stricken with grief from which he’ll never recover.
Rembrandt Bugatti’s work is displayed in major museums
around the world, and in this prize-winning novel, “an
irresistible, elegantly conceived example of biographical
fiction,” Edgardo Franzosini recreates the young artist’s life
with lyricism, passion, and sensitivity (Library Journal). “The
Animal Gazer takes you on a glorious journey into the heart
of cosmopolitan Paris as you have never known it before.
Through the life of Rembrandt Bugatti, a sculptor with the
panache of his name, this lively, fast-paced narrative evokes
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an exceptional epoch in all its color and eccentric charm.”
?Nicholas Fox Weber, author of Le Corbusier: A Life
SWEET is the third book in the Contours of the Heart series
A triumphant story of a father and his little boy—and a love
that knows no limits. Rob Coates is a survivor. He’d thought
he’d won the lottery of life—a beautiful home, an incredible
wife Anna, and their precious son Jack, who makes every day
an extraordinary adventure. But when tragedy befalls his
family, Rob becomes his own worst enemy, pushing away all
he holds dear. With his world now suddenly just outside of his
grasp, Rob turns to photography, capturing the beautiful
skyscrapers and clifftops he used to visit—memories of the
time when his family was happy. And just when it feels as
though there’s nowhere left to turn, Rob embarks on the
most unforgettable of journeys to reclaim the joy and love he
thought he’d lost. Deeply emotional, beautifully written, and
filled with tremendous heart, We Own the Sky is a soaring
debut about the strength of the human spirit and the
boundlessness of love. It is a stunningly honest reminder of
life’s greatest gifts, showing how even a broken heart can
learn to beat again.
Colleen Hoover’s New York Times bestselling Slammed
series comes to its gripping conclusion. There are two sides
to every love story. Now hear Will’s. Layken and Will’s love
has managed to withstand the toughest of circumstances,
and the young lovers, now married, are beginning to feel safe
and secure in their union. As much as Layken relishes their
new life together, she finds herself wanting to know
everything there is to know about her husband, even though
Will makes it clear he prefers to keep the painful memories of
the past where they belong. Still, he can’t resist his wife’s
pleas, and so he begins to untangle his side of the story,
revealing for the first time his most intimate feelings and
thoughts, retelling both the good and bad moments, and
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sharing a few shocking confessions of his own from the time
when they first met. In This Girl, Will tells the story of their
complicated relationship from his point of view. Their future
rests on how well they deal with the past in this final
installment of the beloved Slammed series.
"you're so small." as if to prove his point, louis squeezed
harry tightly in his arms, and harry just scrunched up a little
bit, snuggling his head impossibly farther into louis' chest. "my
pretty paper doll."and when louis squeezed him again,
placing a shaky, yet warm kiss on harry's cold forehead, harry
felt his heart feel that way again, he felt love. a soft flutter,
that even the most self control in the world couldn't stop. he
loved louis. he loved him even though he didn't want to, he
really didn't.okay, maybe a little.
Penguin Readers is an ELT graded reader series. Please
note that the eBook edition does NOT include access to the
audio edition and digital book. Written for learners of English
as a foreign language, each title includes carefully adapted
text, new illustrations and language learning exercises. Titles
include popular classics, exciting contemporary fiction, and
thought-provoking non-fiction, introducing language learners
to bestselling authors and compelling content. The eight
levels of Penguin Readers follow the Common European
Framework of Reference for language learning (CEFR).
Exercises at the back of each Reader help language learners
to practise grammar, vocabulary, and key exam skills. Before,
during and after-reading questions test readers' story
comprehension and develop vocabulary. The Kissing Booth,
a Level 4 Reader, is A2+ in the CEFR framework. The text is
made up of sentences with up to three clauses, introducing
more complex uses of present perfect simple, passives,
phrasal verbs and simple relative clauses. It is well supported
by illustrations, which appear regularly. Elle has one more
year of high school left, and she has never been kissed.
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When she decides to make a kissing booth for the school
carnival, she kisses Noah, her best friend Lee's brother, and
her life changes. But Noah is older than Elle, and Lee will not
be happy. Will Elle listen to her head or her heart? Visit the
Penguin Readers website Register to access online
resources including tests, worksheets and answer keys.
Exclusively with the print edition, readers can unlock a digital
book and audio edition (not available with the eBook).
The first book in Josephine Angelini's internationallybestselling series, Starcrossed is a passionate love story that
began thousands of years ago in a world of Gods and
mortals. . . When shy, awkward Helen Hamilton sees Lucas
Delos for the first time she thinks two things: the first, that he
is the most ridiculously beautiful boy she has seen in her life;
the second, that she wants to kill him with her bare hands.
With an ancient curse making them loathe one another,
Lucas and Helen have to keep their distance. But sometimes
love is stronger than hate, and not even the gods themselves
can prevent what will happen . . . Continue the modern
mythology trilogy with Dreamless.
The highly anticipated and epic conclusion to the Chasing
Red duology "Red," Caleb whispered. "Do you know how I
felt when you left me?" I looked into his eyes. The emotion I
saw in them, the intensity, and the tenderness filled up my
throat. "I felt ruined. Because, Red, every time you break me
apart, you put me back together. And I always come out
better than before." "So," he cupped my face, stroking my
cheek with his thumb. "Ruin me." Chasing Red Duology:
Chasing Red (Book 1) Always Red (Book 2) Praise for
Chasing Red: "Chasing Red is a perfectly sweet romance,
with just the right amount of spice."—Foreword Reviews
"Readers will be chomping at the bit while waiting for the next
installment!"—RT Book Reviews "Readers will swoon over
Caleb."—Publishers Weekly
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A provocative look at the new, digital landscape of childhood
and how to navigate it. In The New Childhood, Jordan
Shapiro provides a hopeful counterpoint to the fearful handwringing that has come to define our narrative around
children and technology. Drawing on groundbreaking
research in economics, psychology, philosophy, and
education, The New Childhood shows how technology is
guiding humanity toward a bright future in which our children
will be able to create new, better models of global citizenship,
connection, and community. Shapiro offers concrete, practical
advice on how to parent and educate children effectively in a
connected world, and provides tools and techniques for using
technology to engage with kids and help them learn and
grow. He compares this moment in time to other great
technological revolutions in humanity's past and presents
entertaining micro-histories of cultural fixtures: the sandbox,
finger painting, the family dinner, and more. But most
importantly, The New Childhood paints a timely, inspiring and
positive picture of today's children, recognizing that they are
poised to create a progressive, diverse, meaningful, and
hyper-connected world that today's adults can only barely
imagine.
Tormented by frightening premonitions and dangerous
secrets, Gemma will have to summon all her courage if she
wants to challenge Fate and resist the power of darkness. A
journey through dark, forbidden worlds, beyond the limits of
fear.Are you strong enough to tempt Fate?
Soon to be a major motion picture! Book 3 of the After
series—newly revised and expanded, Anna Todd's After
fanfiction racked up 1 billion reads online and captivated
readers across the globe. Experience the internet's most
talked-about book for yourself from the writer Cosmopolitan
called “the biggest literary phenomenon of her generation.”
Tessa and Hardin’s love was complicated before. Now it’s
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more confusing than ever. AFTER WE FELL...Life will never
be the same. #HESSA Just as Tessa makes the biggest
decision of her life, everything changes. Revelations about
first her family, and then Hardin’s, throw everything they
knew before in doubt and makes their hard-won future
together more difficult to claim. Tessa’s life begins to come
unglued. Nothing is what she thought it was. Not her friends.
Not her family. The one person she should be able to rely on,
Hardin, is furious when he discovers the massive secret
she’s been keeping. And rather than being understanding, he
turns to sabotage. Tessa knows Hardin loves her and will do
anything to protect her, but there’s a difference between
loving someone and being able to have them in your life. This
cycle of jealousy, unpredictable anger, and forgiveness is
exhausting. She’s never felt so intensely for anyone, so
exhilarated by someone’s kiss—but is the irrepressible heat
between her and Hardin worth all the drama? Love used to
be enough to hold them together. But if Tessa follows her
heart now, will it be...the end?
In this shocking finale to the bestselling series that began with
Stalking Jack the Ripper, Audrey Rose and Thomas are on
the hunt for the depraved, elusive killer known as the White
City Devil. A deadly game of cat-and-mouse has them fighting
to stay one step ahead of the brilliant serial killer -- or see
their fateful romance cut short by unspeakable tragedy.
Audrey Rose Wadsworth and Thomas Cresswell have landed
in America, a bold, brash land unlike the genteel streets of
London. But like London, the city of Chicago hides its dark
secrets well. When the two attend the spectacular World's
Fair, they find the once-in-a-lifetime event tainted with reports
of missing people and unsolved murders. Determined to help,
Audrey Rose and Thomas begin their investigations, only to
find themselves facing a serial killer unlike any they've
encountered before. Identifying him is one thing, but
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capturing him---and getting dangerously lost in the infamous
Murder Hotel he constructed as a terrifying torture device---is
another. Will Audrey Rose and Thomas see their last mystery
to the end---together and in love---or will their fortunes finally
run out when their most depraved adversary makes one final,
devastating kill?
Look out for 'Summer of 85', the movie based on Aidan
Chambers's 1982 novel Dance on My Grave by leading
French director Francois Ozon. 'The film is an opportunity to
think about yourself, to think about your life, about your love,
about your purpose... But mostly I just want people to enjoy
this story as much as I did when I first discovered it.' Francois
Ozon, Director A sweet, gay romance that gradually morphs
into something more suspenseful and macabre - Daily
Telegraph Life in his seaside town is uneventful for Hal
Robinson, nothing unusual, exciting or odd ever happens to
him - until now that is. Until the summer of his 16th birthday
when he reaches a crossroads of choices in life. He foolishly
takes a friend's boat for a day's sailing, gets into difficulty and
is rescued by Barry Gorman. Their ensuing relationship
results in a tumultuous summer for Hal as he experiences the
intense emotions of his first teenage love.

When a single act of indiscretion places smart and
responsible teen Breanna in the path of a cyberbully, she
finds unexpected protection from motorcycle gang
member Razor, who asks for her help in finding answers
to a longstanding mystery.
The romance between Tessa and Harry continues as
forces try to tear them apart. By the author of After Ever
Happy and After We Fell. Original.
New York Times bestselling author Katie Ashley revs up
the danger and sexual tension in her brand-new Vicious
Cycle romance series. Deacon Malloy’s life is dedicated
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to the Hells Raiders motorcycle club. Tough, hard, and
fast with his fists, he serves the group as sergeant at
arms. But his devil-may-care approach to life is thrown
for a loop when the five-year-old daughter he never knew
existed lands on the club steps. Alexandra Evans is
devoted to all her students—but there’s always been
something about Willow Malloy that tugs at her heart.
There’s an aura of sadness about her, a girl in need of
all the love Alexandra can give. When Willow stops
coming to school, Alexandra’s search leads to a
clubhouse full of bikers…and a father hell-bent on
keeping his daughter always within sight. The moment
Deacon sees Alexandra, he has to have her in his
bed—and he’s never met a woman yet who couldn’t be
persuaded. No matter how attracted she is to Deacon,
Alexandra refuses to be just another conquest. But it’s
Deacon himself who could be seduced—into a brighter
future for himself, his daughter, and the woman he’s
falling for against all odds.
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Wait
for You and Be with Me comes a daring tale that pushes
boundaries . . . At 21, Calla hasn't done a lot of things.
She’s never been kissed, never seen the ocean, never
gone to an amusement park. But growing up, she
witnessed some things no child ever should. She still
carries the physical and emotional scars of living with a
strung-out mother, Mona—secrets she keeps from
everyone, including her close circle of college friends.
But the safe cocoon Calla has carefully built is shattered
when she discovers her mom has stolen her college
money and run up a huge credit card debt in her name.
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Now, Calla has to go back to the small town she thought
shed left behind and clean up her mom’s mess again.
Of course, when she arrives at her mother’s bar, Mona
is nowhere to be found. Instead, six feet of hotness
named Jackson James is pouring drinks and keeping the
place humming. Sexy and intense, Jax is in Calla’s
business from they moment they meet, giving her a job
and helping her search for Mona. And the way he looks
at her makes it clear he wants to get horizontal . . . and
maybe something more. Before Calla can let him get
close, though, she’s got to deal with the pain of the
past—and some very bad guys out to mess her up if she
doesn't give them her mom.
"Swoon worthy! I fell in love with Oliver Perry so fast!
This book is feels inducing...I loved every single page!"
—Anna Todd, New York Times bestelling author of the
After series "When I met Oliver Perry, I had no clue he
was the lead singer for The Heartbreakers. And he had
no idea that I was the only girl in the world who hated his
music." Stella will do anything for her sick sister, Caraeven stand in line for an autographed Heartbreakers
CD...for four hours. She's totally winning best birthday
gift this year. At least she met a cute boy with soft brown
hair and gorgeous blue eyes while getting her caffeine
fix. Too bad she'll never see him again. Except, Stella's
life has suddenly turned into a cheesy love song.
Because Starbucks Boy is Oliver Perry lead singer for
the Heartbreakers. And even after she calls his music
crap, Oliver still gives Stella his phone number. And
whispers quotes from her favorite Disney movie in her
ear. OMG, what is her life? But how can Stella even think
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about being with Oliver dating and laughing and pulling
pranks with the band when her sister could be dying of
cancer? Ali Novak wrote her debut novel My Life with the
Walter Boys when she was just 15 years old, and has
since penned her next book, The Heartbreakers. First a
hit on the online community Wattpad, her second novel
has over 38 million reads and is loved by readers around
the world. "When I wasn't reading this book, it was all I
wanted to be doing. Adorably romantic and fun! I loved
it." —Kasie West author of The Distance Between Us
Recounts Hardin's first encounters with Tessa and their
ensuing love affair that became a vortex pulling in
everyone around them.
They didn’t come from the same world … Born rich to a
family of mafia royalty, Lucia Marcello was already
destined to succeed. She wanted for absolutely nothing,
until she met him. Born poor to parents who never cared,
Renzo Zulla was already destined to fail. He has
struggled for absolutely everything, but she’ll prove to
be his biggest fight yet. She’s high society from the
upscale suburbs. He’s a drug dealer from New York’s
slums. They just weren’t meant to be … until they were.
What would it take to change a life—an entire
perspective? All the things you thought you knew and
wanted? For them, it took thirty-six days. And the
privilege of meeting each other. They shouldn’t be. They
don’t fit. Love doesn’t care. Note: Privilege is book one
in a three-book trilogy following the same couple.
It was a slender length of rusted steel, tapered to a point
at one end and jagged at the other, as if it had broken. A
thousand people would step over it and think it trash, but
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not her. This was the tip of a rapier. Sixteen-year-old Jill
has fought in dozens of fencing tournaments, but she
has never held a sharpened blade. When she finds a
corroded sword piece on a Caribbean beach, she is
instantly intrigued and pockets it as her own personal
treasure. The broken tip holds secrets, though, and it
transports Jill through time to the deck of a pirate ship.
Stranded in the past and surrounded by strangers, she is
forced to sign on as crew. But a pirate's life is bloody and
brief, and as Jill learns about the dark magic that brought
her there, she forms a desperate scheme to get
home—one that risks everything in a duel to the death
with a villainous pirate captain. Time travel, swordplay,
and romance combine in an original high-seas adventure
from New York Times bestseller Carrie Vaughn.
Born in BloodSworn in Blood......isn't only the motto the
Famiglia lives by. Bleeding for love is something every
couple in this book has experienced. Through hardships
their love morphs into something even more beautiful
and resilient. A love each of them is willing to fight
for.This anthology contains stories for the following
couples: Aria & LucaRomero & LilianaGrowl &
CaraMauro & StellaMatteo & Gianna
THIRTY MILLION READERS WORLDWIDE. INCLUDES
EXCLUSIVE NEVER BEFORE SEEN CHAPTER. 'The
Hunger Games meets The Road' MTV The world is
different now. There are no rules, no governments, and
no guarantees that you'll be saved. Rival factions have
taken over, fighting each other for survival with no loyalty
to anyone but their own. At 21, Hayden has taken over
Blackwing and is one of the youngest leaders in the
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area. In protecting his camp from starvation, raids from
other factions and the threat of being kidnapped, he has
enough to worry about before he finds Grace. The
daughter of the head of the rival camp Greystone, she is
slow to trust anyone, much less the leader of those she
has been trained to kill. This is danger. This is chaos.
This is anarchy.
As the co-owner of The Rose in Bloom, Audrey Bloom
creates magnificent flower arrangements for brides to be.
Though helping to plan a wedding can be stressful, it’s
nothing compared to the groom turning up dead. A
designer of eye-catching bridal bouquets—many of them
based on the Victorian meanings behind each
flower—Audrey Bloom is used to celebrations that end
with happily ever after. In fact, every couple she’s
worked with is still together, living in wedded bliss. But
her perfect record is about to be broken. Her childhood
friend Jenny Whitney has reeled in the most eligible
bachelor in Ramble, Virginia, and she’s hired Audrey to
design the bouquet. But before Jenny can walk down the
aisle clutching her blend of anemone, scabious, and
pussy willow (a floral disaster in Audrey’s mind), the
groom is found dead—sprinkled with bits of a bouquet.
This is bad for business—not to mention for Jenny, who
has become the prime suspect. So Audrey decides to do
a little digging herself, hoping she won’t be the next
Ramble resident pushing up daisies…
"In recent years research into creative labour and
cultural work has usually addressed the politics of
production in these fields, but the sociotechnical and
aesthetic dimensions of collaborative creative work have
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been somewhat overlooked. This book aims to address
this gap. Through case studies that range from TV
showrunning to independent publishing, from the film
industry to social media platforms such as Tumblr and
Wattpad, this collection develops a critical understanding
of the integral role collaboration plays in contemporary
media and culture. It draws attention to diverse kinds of
creative collaboration afforded via the intermediation of
digital platforms and networked publics. It considers how
these are incorporated into emergent market paradigms
and investigates the complicated forms of subjectivity
that develop as a consequence. But it also
acknowledges historical continuities, not least in terms of
the continued exploitation of 'support personnel' and of
resulting artistic conflicts but also of alternative models
that resist the precarious nature of contemporary cultural
work. Finally, this volume attempts to situate creative
collaboration in broader social and economic contexts,
where the experience and outcomes of such work have
proved more problematic than the rich potential of their
promise would lead us to expect
An unforgettable new series from acclaimed author Katie
McGarry about taking risks, opening your heart and
ending up in a place you never imagined possible
Seventeen-year-old Emily likes her life the way it is:
doting parents, good friends, good school in a safe
neighborhood. Sure, she's curious about her biological
father--the one who chose life in a motorcycle club, the
Reign of Terror, over being a parent--but that doesn't
mean she wants to be a part of his world. But when a
reluctant visit turns into an extended summer vacation
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among relatives she never knew she had, one thing
becomes clear: nothing is what it seems. Not the club,
not her secret-keeping father and not Oz, a guy with
suck-me-in blue eyes who can help her understand them
both. Oz wants one thing: to join the Reign of Terror.
They're the good guys. They protect people.
They're...family. And while Emily--the gorgeous and
sheltered daughter of the club's most respected
member--is in town, he's gonna prove it to her. So when
her father asks him to keep her safe from a rival club
with a score to settle, Oz knows it's his shot at his
dream. What he doesn't count on is that Emily just might
turn that dream upside down. No one wants them to be
together. But sometimes the right person is the one you
least expect, and the road you fear the most is the one
that leads you home.
The inspiration behind the major motion picture After We
Collided! From New York Times bestselling author and
Wattpad sensation Anna Todd, “the biggest literary
phenom of her generation” (Cosmopolitan), comes the
sequel to the internet’s most talked-about book—now
with new exclusive material! Tessa has everything to
lose. Hardin has nothing to lose...except her. AFTER WE
COLLIDED...Life will never be the same. After a
tumultuous beginning to their relationship, Tessa and
Hardin were on the path to making things work. She
knew he could be cruel, but when a bombshell revelation
is dropped about the origins of their relationship—and
Hardin’s mysterious past—Tessa is beside herself.
Hardin will always be...Hardin. But is he really the deep,
thoughtful guy Tessa fell madly in love with despite his
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angry exterior, or has he been a stranger all along? She
wishes she could walk away. It’s just not that easy. Not
with the memory of passionate nights spent in his arms.
His electric touch. His hungry kisses. Still, Tessa’s not
sure she can endure one more broken promise. She put
so much on hold for Hardin—school, friends, her mom, a
relationship with a guy who really loved her, and now
possibly even a promising new career. She needs to
move forward with her life. Hardin knows he made a
mistake, possibly the biggest one of his life. He’s not
going down without a fight. But can he change? Will he
change...for love?
It used to be that I obsessed over Ares Hidalgo from
afar. But that was before he climbed Through My
Window Raquel Álvarez is hard working and serious
about her future. It’s always just been her and her mom
and that’s kept Raquel on the straight and narrow. After
all, she’s only got one goal—to become a psychologist.
Well, that and to get Ares Hildago to notice her. For as
long as Raquel can remember, she has been obsessed
with Ares—known to everyone as the rich, hot, popular
playboy. Even though he lives next door, Raquel has
never spoken to Ares. Yet, she can’t help thinking
there’s more to him . . . and she can’t help imagining
what it’d feel like to kiss him. After a chance encounter
reveals her crush is anything but unrequited, their
steamy attraction grows into what can only be described
as hands-down hot. They fall hard and fast for one
another. Raquel is all in with Ares. But Ares can’t, or
won’t, commit, as his struggle with personal and family
responsibilities leaves little room for falling in love. The
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will-they-won’t-they tension is killing her and it may just
kill what they have. What burns bright burns fast, but for
Ares and Raquel, can it last?
Griffin Tomlin is dead. And Clara’s sister killed him . . .
Four months after the murder, the entire town of Shiloh is
still in shock. For Clara Porterfield, the normal world has
crumbled around her in a million chaotic pieces. Now
Clara lives in a new reality, where her sister awaits trial
for murder, her mother obsessively digs in a dead, frozen
garden, and her father lives and breathes denial. At
school, Clara is haunted by her classmates' morbid
curiosity—and all of the unspoken questions they won’t
ask. But none of them knows what she knows . . . Now
Clara's sister wants something from her—the one thing in
all of this that Clara isn't ready to face: the truth about
what really happened that night. Because this story didn't
die with Griffin Tomlin. There's another story that needs
to be told. And sometimes, the lies we're told are
nowhere near as deadly as the lies we tell ourselves . . .
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